Introduction: Cryoablation is an acceptable treatment option for small renal cortical neoplasms (RCN). Unlike extirpative interventions, intraoperative needle biopsy is the only pathologic data for ablated tumors. It is imperative that sampled tissue accurately captures pathology. We studied the optimal intraoperative needle core biopsy protocol for small RCN during laparoscopic renal cryoablation (LCA).
INTRODUCTION
In contemporary clinical practice, preoperative renal biopsy is not routinely performed to guide treatment decisions for contrast enhancing renal cortical neoplasms (RCNs). It is well known that 80% to 90% of all enhancing RCNs are malignant in nature with reported rates of benign disease of surgically treated masses ranging from 6.1% to 16.9%. [1] [2] [3] Pathologic evaluation of renal masses demonstrates significant differences in oncologic outcomes, including progression to distant metastasis and cancer-specific death based on the Heidelberg histological subtype. 4 Following extirpation, the pathologic evaluation of tissue provides valuable information about the stage of the malignancy and the patient's prognosis in terms of cancer recurrence and survival. For ablative techniques, postoperative tissue evaluation is limited to core needle biopsy or aspiration taken at the time of surgery. This information can be helpful, because up to a third of RCNs (Ͻ4.0cm) are benign. 5 Given that needle biopsy at the time of surgery is often the only pathologic data for tumors treated with ablation, it is imperative that the sam-pled tissue accurately captures the true underlying tumor histopathology. A meta-analysis of 47 series of cryoablation and RFA procedures for RCNs revealed that only 82.3% of cryoablation cases and 62.2% of RFA cases underwent preablation biopsy. 6 Of the RCNs that were biopsied, 33.5% had unknown or indeterminate pathology highlighting the high rate of intraoperative biopsy failure for ablative modalities.
Side effects from preoperative renal biopsy are rare but include a 1% to 2% risk of hemorrhage, infection, and a 0.01% risk of tumor seeding along the needle tract. [7] [8] [9] [10] Ideally, an intraoperative biopsy protocol would optimize histopathologic accuracy and minimize side effects associated with the procedure. In a porcine pilot study, we demonstrated the feasibility of a postablative biopsy protocol in an effort to optimize the oncologic safety and address the concern with tumor seeding, which has served as a real barrier for many clinicians, preventing the universal practice of intraoperative biopsies of RCNs. 11 Theoretically, postablation biopsy should reduce the risk of tumor seeding, given that the tissue in question would not be viable prior to extraction through the needle tracts. In addition, a second pilot study in our laboratory compared the accuracy of 2 different biopsy techniques at detecting renal tumor architecture during cryoablation and concluded that a modified technique (Figure 1) 12 was as equally safe and feasible as the currently used standard technique. 13 The modified technique was developed with the hope that the longer time for the biopsy needle to accelerate outside the renal parenchyma may result in sharper cuts and cleaner biopsy specimens. In the current study, we compared 2 core needle biopsy techniques taken before and after renal cryoablation. The main objective of this study was to identify the biopsy protocol associated with the highest level of accuracy for identifying tumor histopathology in patients undergoing LCA for small RCNs. By identifying the ideal biopsy protocol, we hope to improve upon the low intraoperative biopsy rate and the high biopsy failure rate for ablative treatments of RCNs. 6 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
This prospective study was conducted under the review and approval of our institutional review board. Between July 2007 and February 2009, 30 consecutive patients with solid, enhancing RCNs Ͻ4cm in diameter underwent intraoperative tumor biopsy during standard LCA by a single surgeon (JL). All enrolled subjects signed an IRB-approved consent form and underwent LCA via either a retroperitoneal or transperitoneal approach.
Procedure
Following mobilization of the affected kidney, the location of the tumor was identified and confirmed using a standard laparoscopic ultrasound system (SUS) (BK Medical Systems Inc, Peabody, MA). Once identified, an 18-gauge biopsy needle (Bard MaxCore, Covington, GA) was used to sample (preablation biopsy) the renal mass prior to placement of the icerods (Galil Medical Inc., Arden Hills, MN). A total of 2 cores were taken, one using a standard and one using a modified technique as previously described and illustrated in Figure 1 . 12 In the standard technique, the needle biopsy device was deployed after insertion into the renal tissue under ultrasound guidance at a depth of 5mm. In the modified technique, the needle biopsy device was deployed 1mm outside of the renal tissue. For exophytic lesions, the biopsy needle was guided to the lesion under direct vision. For endophytic lesions, the laparoscopic ultrasound was used to guide needle placement. A standard double freeze-thaw cycle was used as previously described to adequately ablate the involved tissue. 14 Procedures were performed using a commercially available cryoablation machine (SeedNet Gold) (Galil Medical Inc., Arden Hills, MN) and utilized a variable number of 1.47-mm cryoablation probes (IceRods. Galil Medical Inc., Arden Hills, MN). Complete ablation was confirmed using SUS to measure the size and extent of the ice ball formation. Once the tissue was fully thawed and the icerods had been removed, 2 postablation core needle biopsy specimens (standard and modified) were taken under ultrasound guidance utilizing the identical protocol performed preoperatively.
Information was recorded for each patient including age, race, tumor size, location (exophytic/endophytic/mesophytic), biopsy core length, and specimen histology. We classified lesions based on the percentage of tumor that extends beyond the normal renal parenchymal contour; exophytic tumors have Ͼ60% of their mass outside the natural contour of the kidney. Endophytic tumors have Ͼ60% of their mass within the natural border of the kidney, and mesophytic tumors have 40% to 60% of their mass in either direction. 13 
Biopsy Processing
All 4 biopsy cores were separately labeled in containers and then fixed in 5% formalin solution, placed in cassettes, and embedded in paraffin. Each cassette was then sectioned 3 times and stained using hematoxylin and eosin. Physical characteristics of each biopsy specimen were obtained, including gross measurements of the core lengths as well as a pathologic description of the tumor architecture. Each biopsy core was evaluated by 1 of 2 dedicated urologic pathologists (LH or KMO) who were blinded to the nature of the biopsy technique used and whether the biopsy was pre-or postcryoablation. A final pathologic description/diagnosis of each biopsy specimen was recorded.
Biopsies were classified as malignant, benign, or nondiagnostic based on the interpretation of the uropathologist. Malignant tumors were classified per the Heidelberg classification system. 15 Benign tumors included oncocytoma, angiomyolipoma, metanephric adenoma, or a renal cyst. Nondiagnostic biopsies were identified if only normal renal parenchyma or fibrosis was present, preventing a definitive diagnosis.
Statistical Methods
The reference standard histopathology was determined for each tumor by taking the maximum (ie, highest grade) tumor pattern across all 4 biopsy specimens. Therefore, if one biopsy was classified as malignant and the remaining 3 were benign, the reference standard was deemed malignant. Further, if one biopsy was classified as benign and the remaining were nondiagnostic, the reference standard was deemed benign. In cases in which all 4 biopsies were termed nondiagnostic, no true diagnosis was given. Because no reference standard could be determined, these patients were subsequently removed from the analysis of biopsy agreement.
The accuracy of biopsies to identify the reference standard cell type histopathology (not grade) was evaluated using agreement scores or percentage of biopsies in agreement with the reference standard pathology. Agreement was defined as an individual biopsy resulting in the identical cell type histopathologic diagnosis as the reference standard for the RCN. Cohen's kappa was used as a measure of agreement between reference standard pathology for each individual biopsy. A kappa coefficient up to 0.20 was considered as a slight agreement, between 0.21 and 0.40 as a fair agreement, between 0.41 and 0.60 as a moderate agreement, between 0.61 and 0.80 as a substantial agreement, and Ͼ0.80 as an almost perfect agreement. 16 Logistic regression was used to evaluate the impact of biopsy length, age, race, tumor size, and tumor location on biopsy agreement. This calculation reflected the fact that 4 biopsies from each patient shared repeated variables, including age, race, tumor size, and tumor location through repeated measure analysis. Finally, biopsy length was compared across all biopsy types using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. The threshold for significance was set at PՅ.05.
RESULTS
Thirty patients with 33 renal tumors underwent LCA. Patient demographic information is summarized in Table 1 . The mean patient age was 69.1Ϯ8.0 years with a mean tumor size of 2.3Ϯ0.7cm (range, 0.5 to 3.8). One (3%) patient was Asian, 5 (15%) were African American, 1 (3%) was Hispanic, 22 (67%) were Caucasian, and 4 (12%) selected "other" as their race. Sixteen (49%) of the tumors were classified as endophytic, 14 (42%) were exophytic, and 3 (9%) were mesophytic. The mean estimated blood loss for all procedures was 72.6Ϯ103.5mL (range, 5 to 300).
A total of 188 needle core biopsies were taken intraoperatively under SUS guidance with 33 occurring preablation with the standard method, 33 occurring preablation with the modified method, 26 occurring postablation with the standard method, and 26 occurring postablation with the modified method. No significant intraoperative bleeding resulted from any of the biopsies taken. Overall, when all biopsies were included, a definitive diagnosis was made in 31 of the 33 renal tumors (94.0%). Of the 31 lesions in which a pathologic diagnosis was made, 10 (32.2%) were designated as benign RCNs with the remaining 21 (67.7%) described as malignant. Table 2 details the breakdown of pathologic diagnoses given for all patients.
Across all samples, biopsy length was significantly longer using the standard technique compared to the modified technique with mean lengths of 9.3Ϯ5.9mm vs. 7.0Ϯ4.6mm, respectively (Pϭ.02). No significant difference in length was seen when comparing biopsy length for all preablation vs. postablation samples with mean lengths of 8.8Ϯ5.8mm vs. 7.3Ϯ4.8mm, respectively (Pϭ.2) (Figure 2) . 
DISCUSSION
In standard practice, biopsies taken during renal ablation procedures are typically performed prior to the ablative intervention. While there is little clinical evidence for tumor seeding during cryoablation procedures, some urologists have been hesitant to biopsy renal tumors at the time of the procedure. In 2004, Margulis and colleagues 17 reported that post-RFA biopsy is sufficient for accurate pathologic diagnosis. Postablation biopsy will theoretically reduce the risk of tumor seeding, given that the tissue in question would not be viable prior to disruption of the tumor and extraction In recent years, advancements in renal biopsy technology and pathologic analysis have led to improvements in the accuracy of distinguishing benign from malignant tumors. 18 Studies comparing renal biopsy results with pathologic evaluation of nephrectomy specimens report average concordance rates of 92% to 95% 7, 9, 19 up from an average rate of 88.9% before 2001. 18 Furthermore, a metaanalysis across all renal mass biopsy studies reported mean sensitivity and specificity of 92.1% and 89.7%, respectively. 18 Across all renal biopsies, our overall concordance rate with reference standard histopathology was 94%, which parallels results from contemporary renal biopsy studies. Previously, we evaluated the histologic accuracy of needle core biopsy before and after renal cryoablation. 11 Diagnostic accuracy of both pre-and postcryoablation sampling was 70%. In a separate pilot evaluation, we evaluated the accuracy of 2 different biopsy techniques (standard vs. modified) at determining tumor histopathology during renal cryoablation. 12 The biopsy techniques studied are illustrated in Figure 1 . The pilot study revealed that the standard and modified techniques established a diagnosis in 7 of 10 and 9 of 10 cases, respectively. 12 In our study, a diagnosis could not be made in 2 (6%) of the patients. False-negative results are usually due to sampling error, which can include sampling of necrotic tissue, normal renal parenchyma, or an insufficient amount of tissue. Previous studies report false-negative rates due to technical limitations or insufficient tissue sampling ranging from 0% to 30%, 9 which is slightly higher than our reported failure rate. Finally, contemporary studies document that up to 40% of all RCNs are benign, which is consistent with our pathologic results and confirms that our sample accurately reflects the general population. 5,20 -22 Results from this study indicate that factors associated with improved pathologic accuracy of the renal biopsy include a younger patient age and larger tumor size. It should be noted that all patients in the current study had T1a (Ͻ4cm) renal masses, and the term "larger" must be taken in this context. Previous studies demonstrate that biopsy failure rates are higher for smaller renal tumors. 23 A study by Lechevallier and coworkers 23 found that biopsy failure rates were as high as 37% for tumors Ͻ3cm compared with 9% for tumors Ͼ3cm. This observation is intuitive, because there is a greater chance of miss-sampling the Column 1 details the percentage agreement with the reference standard pathology for each individual biopsy. For this calculation, only RCNs with a definitive diagnosis (nϭ31 for preablation biopsies and nϭ24 for postablation biopsies) were included as described in the Methods. In addition, kappa score with standard error and P-values are listed. Column 3 details the overall percentage of nondiagnostic specimens across all biopsies taken (nϭ33 for preablation biopsies and nϭ26 for postablation biopsies). Diagnostic accuracy in our study was vastly superior for the preablation samples compared to those taken postablation with percentage accuracies of 90% vs. approximately 40%. Furthermore, the percentage of nondiagnostic samples was much greater for the postablation biopsies with rates Ͼ60% vs. only 15% in the preablation samples.
No major difference in accuracy was seen for biopsy technique (standard vs. modified). These results contradict the findings of our previous pilot study, which found no difference in diagnostic accuracy for samples taken pre-vs. postcryoablation (70% for both). 11 A likely explanation for this discrepancy is the very small sample size of our pilot study, which was likely insufficient to detect a significant difference across sampling time points.
When interpreting these findings, it is important to consider that the artifact created by the ablative process and the preablation biopsy procedure confound the results. Such an artifact likely impacted the quality of the postablation specimens and may partially explain the differential results. With the current data, it is certainly reasonable to perform only postablation biopsies if the surgeon is concerned about tumor seeding. However, the diminished results from postcryoablation biopsy should be taken into consideration in this setting.
Although no difference in the diagnostic accuracy of samples taken via the standard or modified technique was seen, our results show that the standard technique results in significantly longer samples. This is highly intuitive, because the modified technique does not allow for full excursion of the biopsy mechanism into the tumor. There are also limitations to the modified technique. Specifically, lesions that are completely endophytic may not be accessible via the modified technique, because the depth of penetration is limited. Given the small differences in diagnostic accuracy across biopsy techniques, no statement of superiority can be made. However, given the improved biopsy length and the possible limitations of the modified technique, it is our recommendation that the standard technique remains the gold standard at this time.
The diagnostic accuracy for individual biopsies ranged from only 37.5% to 90.3%; however, when combined together, the accuracy improved to 94.0%. Results from our prior study also supported this finding, demonstrating an improvement from 70% to 90% for individual biopsies to 100% when combining results of all biopsies. 12 Increased accuracy of identifying "true" pathology with greater number of biopsies has been illustrated in previous studies of renal tumors 25 and is well established in prostate cancer. 26 The greater number of biopsies likely increases the chance of sampling the affected tissue. Although it would seem that a greater number of biopsies should result in increased risk of bleeding, studies to date have not shown this to be true for fine needle biopsies of renal tumors. 19 An important limitation of our study is that no third party reference standard was used to make a definitive pathologic diagnosis of the renal tumor. Because there is no postoperative extirpative sample in cryoablation, only the biopsy specimens can be used to make the final diagnosis. Furthermore, although each biopsy was treated as an independent measure, the repeated measures across biopsies per tumor (ie, patient age, tumor location, tumor size, and race) introduced confounders into our analysis. Although we tried to control for this statistically using the generalized estimating equation, it is impossible to completely remove this effect from the final results. In addition, postablation biopsies may have been impacted by mechanical artifacts introduced by preablation biopsies, and no randomization protocol was used to control for this effect.
CONCLUSION
This prospective study confirms the diagnostic accuracy of intraoperative renal tumor needle core biopsy for patients undergoing cryoablation for RCNs. Factors associated with improved diagnostic accuracy include younger age and larger tumor size. Preablation sampling results in superior diagnostic accuracy, and the standard biopsy technique results in significantly longer biopsy cores. Use of a preablation standard biopsy technique results in the most accurate pathologic diagnosis for patients undergoing cryoablation for RCNs.
